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Special Congregational Meeting  
First Unitarian Society of Minneapolis  

May 23, 2021  

Link for voting: 

 https://fusmpls.sawtoothsoftware.com/cgi-bin/ciwweb.pl?hid_studyname=fusmpls&hid_pa-
genum=0&hid_link=1&hid_javascript=1&hid_screenwidth=2048  

Motion:  Suspend the bylaws requiring the FUS Annual Meeting be in-person at FUS; and to al-
low voting in accordance with the procedures laid out in the email and letter sent to members.   
  
  

140th Annual Meeting   
of the First Unitarian Society of Minneapolis  

May 23, 2021  

  
1. Organizing Details  

2. Ascertain quorum  

3. Appointment of Parliamentarian  

4. Appointment of Recording Secretary   

5. Ministerial Report – Rev. David David Breeden 

I am completing my seventh year as your senior minister. I must say, as I do each year, that I 
am deeply honored to be your minister. Perhaps this year more than ever before. I’ve been 
attending various churches since 1958, and I’ve been a UU Humanist since 1978. I’ve seen a 
lot of church. I’ve seen the evolution of Unitarian Universalism. But never have I seen any-
thing like the past fourteen months. We—you—totally changed the meaning of congregating. 
Of being together.  

https://fusmpls.sawtoothsoftware.com/cgi-bin/ciwweb.pl?hid_studyname=fusmpls&hid_pagenum=0&hid_link=1&hid_javascript=1&hid_screenwidth=2048
https://fusmpls.sawtoothsoftware.com/cgi-bin/ciwweb.pl?hid_studyname=fusmpls&hid_pagenum=0&hid_link=1&hid_javascript=1&hid_screenwidth=2048
https://fusmpls.sawtoothsoftware.com/cgi-bin/ciwweb.pl?hid_studyname=fusmpls&hid_pagenum=0&hid_link=1&hid_javascript=1&hid_screenwidth=2048
https://fusmpls.sawtoothsoftware.com/cgi-bin/ciwweb.pl?hid_studyname=fusmpls&hid_pagenum=0&hid_link=1&hid_javascript=1&hid_screenwidth=2048
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The shutdown here in Minneapolis for the 1918 pandemic was four months. This pandemic, 
we’ve been closed down for fourteen months, and counting.  

The resilience of the FUS staff and you, the members, has been nothing short of amazing. 
Assemblies on YouTube; meetings on Zoom; programs on Zoom and YouTube and Face-
book; weddings and memorials on Zoom. I could never have imagined any of that was possi-
ble. Yet, here we are. Stronger. More resilient. Ready to tell the story of FUS in new ways.  

The old saying goes, “never waste a good crisis.” We have not wasted our crisis.  

This congregation has met for annual meetings 140 times. When FUS first met, most of the 
streets in Minneapolis were unpaved. We have learned new technologies. And we have a na-
tionwide presence. We are a small congregation with a large impact. Thanks to you. 

From Rev. Jim Foti, assistant minister: 
  
Thanks to the dedication, flexibility, and can-do spirit of volunteers, staff, and partici-
pants, FUS had a successful year of programming, congregational events, and pastoral 
care. While some teams were dormant, a significant number of our activities, from 
Women’s Awareness to the Men’s Group, from the knitting group to book clubs to young 
adults, made the transition from in-person to online and had attendance numbers compa-
rable or superior to their in-person versions. Zoom coffee hour has been a steady draw 
and source of connection, while longtime members and newcomers alike embraced new 
opportunities, such as Rev. David’s daily and weekly educational programs and the Tues-
day-night writing group. Going online also allowed us to have a sustainable monthly grief 
group for the first time, and members jumped in with enthusiasm and creativity to sup-
port our two first-ever Zoom talent shows. The challenge going forward will be figuring 
out the best mix of online, in-person, and multi-platform programs, to meet the needs of 
members who access FUS in differing ways, and to re-integrate those for whom online 
formats were not a good personal or technological fit. 
  
Congregational care made a similarly successful shift to online and phone support in 
place of in-person visits, and the volunteers on our Caring Team kept tabs on some of our 
more isolated members. It was a year of high needs as our members dealt with loneliness, 
economic challenges, the many impacts of the George Floyd case and subsequent upris-
ing, and the very painful experience of losing a loved one during the isolation of a pan-
demic. 
  
Amid all this, I continued to have a role in Sunday assemblies nearly every week, keep-
ing up with technological changes and accepting the greater time commitment that online 
production requires. The payoff was the wide reach that online can afford, and the oppor-
tunity for creative use of media, such as the inclusion of photos in the Joys and Sorrows. 
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It was not an easy year – certainly the most challenging and exhausting of my ministry – 
but my overwhelming takeaway is gratitude: for the new connections made; for the ex-
traordinary hard work, leadership, and generosity of our members; for the vast majority 
of members who stuck with us; and for the congregational health and vitality that we are 
able to take forward into the next chapter of FUS. 

  
From Rev. Kelli Clement, assistant minister 

The Social Justice program at FUS includes these 5 initiatives: Active Voices, AlignMpls, 
Climate Justice, Moving Toward Equity, and UnRestrictMN. In addition to the following 
reports, here is information on our work with AlignMpls & UnRestrictMN. 

• A new Align team is forming to support people with lived experience of homelessness 
through goods drives and advocacy. There are multiple volunteer opportunities for folks 
who are eager to engage in this work. Contact Rev. Kelli or Marcy Leussler for more 
information. 

• FUS is a Community Partner of UnRestrictMN, a statewide education and advocacy 
campaign for reproductive justice and freedom. In addition, FUS is a plaintiff in a law-
suit challenging Minnesota’s restrictive mandates that limit access to abortion. Sign up 
for updates from UnRestrictMN here. 

6. Board of Trustees Report – Shelley Shreffler  

A note from Board Chair 

The 2020-21 year was like no other.  We began the fiscal year much as we ended the pre-
vious one – with a closed building and gathering virtually.  Each of us experienced the 
challenges of COVID-19 differently, but collectively we demonstrated strength, re-
silience, and a commitment to our FUS community.  Most of us became proficient at us-
ing online platforms like Zoom and participated in Sunday Assemblies, Zoom Coffee 
Hours, Coffee and Wisdom, Bibles and Beers, Zoom Happy Hours, Talent Shows, and the 
Winter Solstice.  All of this was possible because of our amazing staff and superstar vol-
unteers.  We are especially grateful for Justice Bovee, tech guru extraordinaire and the 
team of tech volunteers who week after week made it possible for us to remain connected 
to one another.  Our experience of the past year has taught us the limitations of online 
programming, but also the opportunities.  Members and friends of FUS from all over the 
country participated in Sunday Assemblies and other programs.  Once we are able 

http://alignmpls.org/
http://www.unrestrictmn.org/
mailto:kelli@firstunitarian.org
mailto:mleussler@hotmail.com
http://www.unrestrictmn.org/
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to gather in person again, we will continue to provide a virtual option so that everyone, 
wherever they live, has a way to engage with FUS.      
  
We are ending the year in solid financial shape, due in large part to having Love Works 
Academy for Visual and Performing Arts as a tenant, receiving a Pandemic Paycheck 
Protection forgivable loan making it possible to pay our staff their regular salaries (thank 
you Allan Callander for making that possible), and the continued financial support from 
members.  We paid off the Capital Campaign bank loan.  Using funds received from a 
bequest last year, we improved the audio-visual capabilities in the Upper Assembly Hall, 
adding video cameras, projector and screen, and lighting upgrades and later this year 
we will be installing a lift to make the stage fully accessible.  A huge shout out and ap-
preciation go to Greg Mansfield and Tim Roehl for their diligent, tireless work to trans-
form the UAH into a versatile, state-of-the-art space.  We are looking forward to being 
back in the building to see the results.  

7. Foundation Report – Bob Aderhold (see committee report below)  

8. Treasurer’s Report –  Barb Lutz  (Slides provided during Annual Meeting. See Finance 

Committee report below) 

9. Elections – Shelley Shreffler  

1. Nominating Committee  
  

Marcy Leussler, Jane Graves, Adele Hansen,  
incumbents  
  
New members: Jean Buckley  

Motion: approve the slate of nominations for the at-large members on the FUS 
Nominations Committee for the coming one-year term   

  
2. Board of Trustees  
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Incumbent nominees: Amanda Harrington and Denise Victora de Meireles  
  
New nominees: John Lundquist and Erika Bovee  
  
Motion: Approve the slate of nominations for vacancies on the FUS Board of 
Trustees for two-year terms.    

3. Bylaws revision https://firstunitarian.org/proposed-bylaw-changes/  

Motion:  Approve the Bylaws revision as presented. 

4. Affirm the 8th Principle  https://www.8thprincipleuu.org/  
(See addendum below) 

Motion:  Affirm congregational support of the 8th Principle.  

10. Ministerial compensation package  

Motion:  Approve the Senior Minister’s compensation package as presented at the Annual 
Meeting   

11. Dueltgen Award  
  

12. Appreciations for the retiring Board members  
  

13. Meeting recessed until the electronic votes are tabulated.  

We Remember Them: Members we have lost this year. 

Donald Skrivseth 

Walter Griffin 

Barbara Blackstone 

Bill Ogren 

https://firstunitarian.org/proposed-bylaw-changes/
https://www.8thprincipleuu.org/
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Claire Olson 

COMMITTEE REPORTS 2020/21 Program Year 

Note that, due to the pandemic shutdown, many committees and teams did not meet or operate 
during the 2020-2021 program year.  

Foundation of First Unitarian Society  

The Foundation’s mission is to manage and grow its endowment funds in a manner that allows it 
to be a permanent source of support to FUS and to disburse funds in a manner consistent with its 
mission and the intent of its donors.  

Directors: Bob Aderhold (President), Marc Johnson (Vice President), Joe Lazur (Treasurer), 
Becca Brackett (Secretary), Polly Peterson, Matt Hoenck, and George Hutchinson (Board of 
Trustees Liaison).  

Strengths 
Engaged directors with the skills required to prudently manage and disburse Foundation assets; 
we operate very efficiently, with sound controls and minimal staff support.  
Weaknesses 
Improvements occur slowly because we’re all volunteers.  
Opportunities  
Increase planned giving and one-time gifts by raising the Foundation’s visibility, community un-
derstanding of what it does, and how and it provides long-term benefit to our community.  
Threats 
Economic and market conditions that adversely impact the value of Foundation assets and the 
willingness or ability of donors to contribute.  
Financial and Program Highlights  

• As of April 30, 2021 the Foundation’s assets were approximately $2,050,000 compared 
to $1,650,000 as of April 30, 2020, a 24% increase over the year and a significant recov-
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ery form the pandemic induced market lows last year.  

• During the 2020/21 program year through April 30, the Foundation disbursed $72,000 
which included its annual grant to support the Society’s operating budget, this year total-
ing $64,000.  The balance of disbursed funds supported the RE, music, arts and social 
justice programs. Annual Pearson Fund grants provided support to the work of Ujamaa 
Place, Veteran’s Resilience Project, the Walk-in Counseling Center, Project Power and 
Families Supporting Families Against Police Violence.  

• For historical perspective, the table below shows how the Foundation assets have 
changed in the past five-plus years: 

Other Highlights  
The Foundation is setting up a new fund, the Bill Ogren Memorial Religious Education Enrich-
ment Fund, in loving memory of a long-time, dedicated member of our community, Bill Ogren, 
who passed away earlier this year. The fund has been made possible through a generous 
$100,000 bequest by the Ogren family. Bill took a strong interest in FUS young people and their 

5-year Recap ($000s)

June 30, 2016 balance 1,356

Gifts to Foundation 211

Disbursements (314)

Administrative fees (19)

Investment income 816

April 30, 2021 balance 2,050

5-year asset growth 51%
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families and made it a point to get to know them. Bill contributed to the success of FUS by regu-
larly volunteering, especially in the kitchen, taking responsibility for washing dishes at lunches 
and special events and by contributing financially to the religious education program. The new 
fund will make annual grants to support youth activities including travel to the UUA General As-
sembly and periodic trips to Boston and social justice projects.   
Many thanks to all who have contributed to the Foundation or have included the Foundation 
in their estate plans.  

Many, many thanks to retiring board members Polly Peterson and Matt Hoenck, both of 
whom, with distinction, served two consecutive three-year terms. We will miss their engaged 
presence. Thanks as well to incoming board members Catherine Jordan, Bernadine Joselyn 
and Karl Winthrop-Davies.   
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Finance Committee 

Treasurer Barb Lutz and Paul Riedesel, Chair. Members: Christie Eller, Mary Ann 

Lundquist, Catherine Jordan, Richard Underdahl-Peirce. 

This body is a committee responsible to the Board of Trustees and is charged with the 

continual oversight of the Society’s financial integrity including but not limited to: an 

annual audit of a sample of transactions to assure that proper procedures are being 

followed, analysis of monthly financial reports, written policies and procedures, and 

monitoring of revenue and expenses in relation to the budget. We work closely with the 

Treasurer, who is an ex officio member, and the staff Finance Director. 

We provide the Board and Senior Minister with a monthly dashboard report of our financial situ-
ation with comments and recommendations as appropriate. One special project this year was a 
new “photo audit” of the interior property for insurance purposes. 

Fiscal health and integrity are prerequisites for carrying out the larger Mission and Aspirations of 
the Society in the long term. 

## 
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Moving Toward Equity: FUS Diversity, Inclusion and Equity Team 

Members: Sue Blackwell- Co-Chair, Amanda Harrington- Co-Chair, Mindy Rhiger, Denise Vic-

tora de Meireles, Richard Seurer, Perry Nixon, Rev. Jim Foti, Rev. Kelli Clement - staff support 

Mission/Purpose Statement: 

Develop and foster a culture of diversity, inclusion, and equity, which we define as: 

• Diversity: Diversity is comprised of the differences that make each of us unique includ-

ing gender, age, appearance, race, ethnic group, family/marital status, language, culture, 

sexual orientation, disability, religion, education, country of origin, political affiliation, 

socioeconomic status and more. 

• Inclusion: How people experience being connected, engaged, valued and included in 

FUS. Inclusion begins with the core belief that everyone deserves dignity and respect. 

• Equity: Closing the gaps so that factors related to diversity do not predict one’s success, 

while improving outcomes for all. 

Strengths: 

Moving Toward Equity continues to learn about diversity, inclusion and equity. For much of the 

year, the group read and discussed Mistakes and Miracles: Congregations on the Road to Multi-

culturalism by Nancy Palmer Jones and Karen Lin. The group also started a resource list which 

is updated monthly with books, articles, movies, and more. Some work that was begun last year 

turned into actionable items including the FUS Moving Toward Equity Inventory Process. The 

Inventory Process is a tool for groups to assess and discuss the diversity of their current group 

membership and identify what voices are missing from the conversation. The tool can be used to 

prepare to recruit new members or just because a group wishes to explore the diversity of the 

group. The Inventory Process was used with the Board of Trustees and the Nominations Com-
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mittee. The group also became more visible by creating an introductory video and hosting a 

training with Paula Cole Jones focusing on the proposed 8th Principle. The Board of Trustees 

agreed to support the 8th Principle and bring it to the congregation for adoption. A sub-commit-

tee was also created focusing on accessibility issues to allow all individuals to fully participate in 

FUS. 

 
Opportunities: 

Moving Toward Equity plans to invite additional FUS groups to utilize the Inventory Process in 

the next year. The group also plans to find additional ways to partner with other FUS groups. 

Additionally, the group hopes to host more training opportunities and/or bring in speakers. We 

also would like to invest in some reading material focused on diversity, inclusion and equity in 

the FUS library. As we continue to learn we hope to identify more actions that can change the 

culture and inclusiveness of FUS. 

Aspirations: 

The group continues to hope that we can model and help implement a cultural shift at FUS that 

allows our actions to match our words: We value diversity. We hope to affect deep cultural 

change within and beyond our congregation.  

Threats: 

While the group has continued to function during the pandemic, Zoom fatigue is a real threat. 

Also, many of our members are involved in more than one group at FUS on top of other personal 

and/or professional commitments. That can sometimes lead to being overcommitted and lacking 

time or energy to do as much work as we would like.   
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Stewardship Committee Report 

Members: Linnea Asp, Allan Callander, Scott Eller,  Beth Gohdes, Jenna Hutchinson, Mark 
Johnson, Katrina Lassegard, Barb Lutz 

This committee is appointed by the Board of Trustees with the task of organizing and managing 
the annual pledge campaign that funds the FUS operating budget.   

The committee has met monthly, reviewing the status of both pledge payments and capital cam-
paign payments.  We thanked Roger Clemence who stepped down from the stewardship commit-
tee after years of being a key member of fundraising in the congregation. We have celebrated the 
strength and resilience of the FUS community in maintaining their giving throughout the pan-
demic and in successfully concluding our multi-year capital campaign. We have supported the 
Finance Manager in message/timing of periodic pledge reports, sent out thank yous to many, and 
checked in with some members whose payments had lagged. We met with the Board of Trustees 
to share our plans for the year and worked to coordinate our fundraising efforts with the FUS 
Foundation. This year, with knowledge of the contract with our new school tenant and in the con-
text of COVID-19, our pledge drive goal was to maintain the current level of giving.  We sent 
out pledge letters to all members, and while we didn't get as many forms returned as we hoped, 
given the many members who pay their pledges via ACH we anticipate meeting this goal. 

The Stewardship team would ideally like another member to join the team to replace Roger.  This 
individual ideally would have comfort in talking with others about money, relationships with 
many in the congregation, and experience in writing, marketing and/or public speaking. 

* * * 

Because of the pandemic restrictions, The Alliance cancelled its programming for April, May 
and June 2020.  We have been on hiatus since then and remain on hiatus. So there is no report. 
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Seasonal Celebrations Team  
May 2021 Annual Report                          
Submitted by Audrey Kingstrom, Chair  
  
Mission of Team: To plan and produce intergenerational seasonal celebrations that build a sense 
of community and provide meaningful holiday rituals for our members.   
  
Members of the Team:  David Breeden, Phil Duran, Jane Graves, Lisa Greene, Audrey 
Kingstrom, Marcy Leussler, Karen Rowehl, and Karl Winthrop--Davies  
  
Accomplishments:   
• We planned and produced five seasonal events this year: Fall and Spring Equinox Cele-

brations during regular Sunday Assemblies, special evening Summer and Winter Solstice 
Celebrations, and a Summer Assembly program for the cross-quarter Lammas in 
August.   

  
• Due to Covid-19, all our events this year were virtual.  Last summer’s solstice event was 

partially live and partially pre-recorded, but the rest of the events were all pre-
recorded.  Some parts of these programs were recorded at FUS – on the patio in warm 
weather or on stage in the UAH -- taking heed of Covid-19 protocols.  Parts were record-
ed in people’s homes.  

  
• The Winter Solstice Midwinter Revels program by all accounts still stood out this year 

as our premier event.  We produced a delightful virtual program that incorporated most 
of the elements of our traditional program.  Some highlights and take-aways:  

! Instead of a typical mummers play, we provided up-close and personal beautifully 
recorded “solstice soliloquies” from our favorite characters – Father Winter and Santa 
Lucia – as well as some new characters.   

! Barb Brooks and a few masked singers provided holiday favorites to add to the 
program.   
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! Bob Aderhold helped produce an on-line group sing of our signature holiday song “ –The 
Twelve Joys of Solstice.”  

! Karl Winthrop put together a wonderful photo montage of members with candles in their 
homes that was featured during one of the songs.  A great way for us to see each 
other during our virtual solstice.  

! We had a great tech team who were responsible for producing a quality program:  George 
Greene, Bob Aderhold, Jacob Mullis, Justice Bovee, and Delaney Anderson.  

! Karen Rowehl created a beautiful solstice e-book for members to prepare for the holiday 
and accompany the program.  Karl Winthrop provided the artwork for it and our promo-
tional materials.  

! The program was very well received.  Some of our older members especially appreciated 
this virtual event where they could see and hear the performers better than ever in the 
comfort of their homes – without having to venture out into the cold and treacherous win-
ter weather.  

  
Opportunities and Challenges:  
• Like the rest of the Society, we now are faced with the challenge of offering both virtual 

and in-person programming going forward.  The new technology in the UAH will no 
doubt help make hybrid events possible, but doing so will add a few layers of complexity 
that we have not faced before.  We may need more volunteers and more creativity to 
pull this off.  

• Hybrid programming helps broaden our reach.  Also, for many members and friends who 
have difficulty getting out – especially in the evening in winter – the hybrid model of 
programming will offer opportunities for connection and continuity that will surely 
strengthen and enrich our community.  
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FUS Climate Justice Team – 2021 Report  

Team Members:   
Amy Drayer and Catherine Jordan, Co-Chairs. Keith Heiberg, Anita Martinez , Dianne Rowse, 
Nick Rowse, Rebecca Cramer, Tom Walsh, Katrin Snider, Nancy Miller, Marcy Leussler, George 
Hutchinson, Mary Ann Lundquist, Jessie Strasser, Karen Rowehl, Rev. Kelli Clement  

Strengths:  

Climate Justice is a top priority for anyone who is paying attention to the existential threat that 
the world is facing. We were able to attract and keep a strong team of FUS members who are 
willing to commit time and energy to organize various activities. Many of our members have ex-
pertise in climate, social justice, IT, graphics, and social media. We built on a strong base of ac-
tivities that we hosted last year all on Zoom.  
Weaknesses:   

Though Zoom is a huge benefit to keep us together during the pandemic, it is also enervating and 
people are exhausted from so much screen time.  Turn out for our Zoom Earth Day Event was 
lower than last year, even though we had a terrific line up of speakers  
Opportunities:   

Building on the Justice aspect of Climate Justice opens up more possibilities for communication 
and partnerships with communities of color and helps us to further our anti-racist work. The 
Climate Justice Book Group is a terrific opportunity for FUS members to read relevant books 
and discuss issues two or three times a year. Active Voices is an integral partner to the work as 
we can direct Climate related advocacy action steps to their network. We hope to find ways to 
connect with the FUS senior high group to work together to address climate justice issues.   
Threats:   

The Climate Justice Crisis is upon us. Communities around the globe are experiencing the im-
pacts of wildfires, floods, droughts, food insecurity, and migration. It is time for all hands on 
deck. Unfortunately, the COVID 19 pandemic has disrupted our attention. People are tired, dis-
tracted, grieving lost friends and family members.  Finding a way to revitalize the work will be 
key. Hopefully we can start to convene in person in the next year.   
Summary of Activities  

The Climate Justice Team met on Zoom throughout the year. Our first task was to prioritize our 
work for the year:   
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1. Support the “Stop Line 3 Pipeline” effort  

2. Minnesota Legislation for Clean Energy - Prepare Plan A and Plan B depending on who 
wins the Presidential election. In either case, must keep the Climate Change agenda on 
the forefront.   

3. Plastics! Reverse Throw-Away Society - Research Plastic recycling at county level in 
area now that China is refusing our recycling  

4. Food: Plant-based diet and Reducing Food waste  

5. Develop Climate Justice Policy Advocacy with Active Voices  

6. Organize a Climate Justice Book Club   

7. Prepare 2nd annual Webinar for Earth Day, 2021  

8. Communications - Keep FUS informed about Climate Justice Teams work:  

Event Summaries  

• FUS Earth Day Event:   

The 2021 theme was Clean Up Our Act MN. It included five online events throughout April:  

1. MNIPL & Line 3: What Can We Do Now?    

Date/time: Thursday April 8, 6:30 to 8 pm  
Location: online  
Speaker: Rev. Susan Mullin of MN Interfaith Power & Light  
Description: Learn more about the progress of Enbridge Line 3 and what is needed now to help 
the water protectors.  
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Attendance: 7  
Cost: $0  
2. Earth Day at FUS Sunday Assembly   

Date/time: Sunday, April 18, 10:30 a.m. 11:15 a.m.  
Location: online  
Speaker: Dr. Sam Grant, Executive Director of MN350  
Additional personnel: Kelli Clement (emcee/minister), Justice Bovee (broadcaster)  
Description: Dr. Grant speaks on climate apartheid, with music by Sara Thomsen.  
Attendance: 87 (approx)  
Cost: $600 ($400 guest honorarium to Dr. Sam Grant, $200 music to Sara Thomsen)  
3. Earth Day Coffee Hour  

Date/time: Sunday, April 18, 11:15 a.m. to noon  
Location: online  
Speaker: guest speaker Dr. Grant (talk of the talk), Dianne Rowe (vegetable gardening)  
Additional personnel: standard support  
Technology: Zoom  
Attendance: 34  
Cost: $0  
4. Clean Up Our Act MN afternoon workshop  

Date/time: Sunday April 18, 1 p.m.  to 2:30 pm  
Speaker(s): Kelli Clement, Amy Drayer, Anita Martinez, Rep. Frank Hornstein, Emily Neuharth, 
Marita Bujold, Amanda Koehler, and Marcy Leussler  
Additional personnel: Catherine Jordan (emcee), Justice Bovee (broadcast support), Delaine 
Anderson (host and tech support)  
Technology: Zoom meeting (for presenters) broadcasted to Youtube and Facebook Live  
Attendance: 32 (26 Youtube, 6 Facebook Live)  
Cost: $205 ($180 live captioning to Access Resource, $25 song fee to Sara Thomsen)  
5. “The Story of Plastic” film screening with Q&A  
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Date/time: Thursday, April 22, 6 p.m. to 7:35 pm, with 45 minute   
Speaker: producer Deia Schlosberg  
Technology: Vimeo Events  
Description: This documentary gets real about how the oil and gas industry manipulate the narra-
tive and profit from the plastic pollution crisis  
Attendance: 26  
Cost: $100 (viewing rights)  
  

Budget  

• $400, Dr. Sam Grant (guest speaker honorarium)  

• $225, Sara Thomsen (guest musician)  

• $100, Delaine Anderson (tech and promotion support)     

• $100, Justice Bovee (tech support)  

• $100, “The Story of Plastic” viewing fee (Catherine reimbursement)  

• $180, Access Resource (live captioning)  

Total: $1105  
Personnel and planning  

Amy scheduled 14 planning meetings. 3 meetings were for tech planning totaling at least 1.5 
hours. At least 1 1-hour meeting was dedicated for promotions. 8 1-hour meetings started Feb-
ruary 17 biweekly until closer to the event, switching to weekly meetings March 17 until April 
14. Access the Earth Day planning agendas for details.  
  

Earth Day planning group  

Amy Drayer (organizer). Keith Heiberg, Anita Martinez, Dianne Rowse, Catherine Jordan, Mar-
cy Leussler, Rev. Kelli Clement, Mary Ann Lundquist  

Planning document with event details, promotion plan, technical logistics, speaker guidelines, 
and resources.  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1IUHebYa1_NtLTvyE_cl1VXPaxb7gcUH_GMWOuzsLy_U/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1u7R8GsOBBsdPXuuxYlbKN9Zi-c3sGW9OzjSq4QP08aw/edit?usp=sharing
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• Climate Justice Book Gathering  

Organizers: Karen Rowehl, George Hutchinson, Amy Drayer, Carol Koepp  
Selected book: “Climate Justice” by Mary Robinson  
Rev. Kelli Clement – led the book talk on a Social Justice focused Thursday, January 28th , 2021 
on Zoom – 60-90 minutes 7-8:30pm  
The events was promoted to FUS and other UU congregations,  
MUUSJA, FUS Newsletter deadline   
Climate Justice Book List:   
Left to Chance: Hurricane Katrina and the Story of Two New Orleans Neighborhoods  
Steve Kroll-Smith (UNCG Sociology professor), published 2015, 180 p. (4.21 out of 5 rating)  
"Left to Chance takes us into two African American neighborhoods—working-class Hollygrove 
and middle-class Pontchartrain Park—to learn how their residents have experienced “Miss Kat-
rina” and the long road back to normal life."  
  
A Terrible Thing to Waste: Environmental Racism and Its Assault on the American Mind  
Harriet A. Washington (Research Fellow in Ethics at Harvard), published 2019, 368 p. (4.09 out 
of 5 rating)  
"From injuries caused by lead poisoning to the devastating effects of atmospheric pollution, in-
fectious disease, and industrial waste, Americans of color are harmed by environmental hazards 
in staggeringly disproportionate numbers."  
  
As Long as Grass Grows: the Indigenous Fight for Environmental Justice, from Coloniza-
tion to Standing Rock  
Dina Gilio-Whitaker (Center for World Indigenous Studies senior research associate), published 
2019, 224 p. (4.37 out of 5 rating)  
"...gives readers an accessible history of Indigenous resistance to government and corporate in-
cursions on their lands and offers new approaches to environmental justice activism and policy."  
  
Waste (already stubbed out a plan for this)  
The Story of More: How we Got to Climate Change and Where to Go From Here  
Hope Jahren (geo-biologist), published 2020, 210 p. (4.23 out of 5 rating)  

https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/26047261-left-to-chance
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/40697000-a-terrible-thing-to-waste
https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/66130.Harriet_A_Washington
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/41183866-as-long-as-grass-grows
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/41183866-as-long-as-grass-grows
https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/14846001.Dina_Gilio_Whitaker
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OOXfZP83q8W1oJ77hYWLIXxuSojPtz4N5ErI9PQZoa8/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/49960370-the-story-of-more
https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/14104736.Hope_Jahren
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"The Story of More illuminates the link between our consumption habits and our endangered 
earth, showing us how we can use less and share more. It is the essential pocket primer on cli-
mate change that will leave an indelible impact on everyone who reads it."  
  
Other   
Braiding Sweetgrass: Indigenous Wisdom, Scientific Knowledge, and the Teachings of 
Plants   
Robin Wall Kimmerer, published 2013, 391 p. (4.58 out of 5 rating, reading guide)  
"...to show that the awakening of a wider ecological consciousness requires the acknowledgment 
and celebration of our reciprocal relationship with the rest of the living world."  
  
Copying the climate justice books to a new section in my overall FUS Climate Justice book rec-
ommendations.  
  

https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/17465709-braiding-sweetgrass
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/17465709-braiding-sweetgrass
https://milkweed.org/book/braiding-sweetgrass
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OOXfZP83q8W1oJ77hYWLIXxuSojPtz4N5ErI9PQZoa8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OOXfZP83q8W1oJ77hYWLIXxuSojPtz4N5ErI9PQZoa8/edit?usp=sharing
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A-Team:     No Activity 

Landscape Task Force:   No Activity 

Retreat to The Woods:  No Activity. 
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FUS Mental Health Awareness Team (MHAT) 2021 Annual Report 

COVID 19 put the brakes on the MHAT Team this year. We did not meet in person or on Zoom. 
Luckily, team member, Karen Rowehl continued our connection with area congregations through 
Mental Health Connect: 

Karen Rowehl loosely maintained her role of FUS Ambassador to Mental Health Connect 
(MHC) this year. She wasn't able to attend their monthly meetings because they conflict with the 
Seasonal Celebrations Team meetings. She received e-mails from the director of Mental Health 
Connect and she passed the information on to the FUS community through e-mails and social 
media posts to help promote awareness of MHC events. 

She sent 5 e-mails to the group she addressed as "FUS MHAT Members & Friends," that focused 
mainly on Mental Health Connect events, including their fundraising breakfast, and a Holiday 
Resource Guide related to mental health that one of the other MHC participating congregations 
developed. She posted on the Members and Friends of FUS Facebook page at least three Mental 
Health Connect-sponsored events. 

The 8th Principle Project at First Unitarian Society  
  
On Sunday, May 23, 2021, at the FUS Annual Meeting, the congregation 
will have the opportunity to vote to affirm the suggested 8th Principle of 
Unitarian Universalism. Our Board of Trustees, on the recommendation 
of the Moving Toward Equity Team, has added the proposal to the meet-
ing agenda. The resolution reads as follows:  
  
“The First Unitarian Society of Minneapolis adopts the 8th Principle and 
adds it to the 7 Principles of Unitarian Universalism, to say: ‘We 
covenant to affirm and promote journeying toward spiritual wholeness 
by working to build a diverse multiracial Beloved Community by our ac-
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tions that accountably dismantle racism and other oppressions in our-
selves and our community.’”  
  
By so affirming, we will join 40+ current Unitarian Universalist congre-
gations, (a number expected to double by the end of the program year), 
who have taken such action. In the absence of language about diversity, 
inclusion, and equity in our mission statement and our aspirations, this is 
one action FUS can take to hold ourselves accountable in our decision 
making as regards programming, governance, budgets, internal and ex-
ternal relationships, and more.   
  
Where did this come from originally?  

• Paula Cole Jones, JPD (Joseph Priestley District - the mid-Atlantic 
district of the UUA, now subsumed into the larger Central East 
Regional Group, CERG) Director of Racial & Social Justice, de-
veloped the idea of the existence of 2 different paradigms in UU 
circles: the UU 7 Principles and Beloved Community (deep multi-
culturalism).  After working with congregations on these issues for 
over 15 years, she realized that a person can believe they are being 
a “good UU” and following the 7 Principles without thinking about 
or dealing with racism and other oppressions at the systemic level.  
Evidence: most UU congregations are primarily European-Ameri-
can in membership, culture (especially music), and leadership, 
even when located near diverse communities.  She realized that an 
8th Principle was needed to correct this and talked with Bruce Pol-
lack-Johnson about some of the components that should be in it.  
Bruce put together an initial draft in 2013, and the two of them 
worked with a group of anti-racist activists in the JPD to refine it.  
Bruce’s congregation (the UU Church of the Restoration in Phil-
adelphia) incorporated it into their Covenant at that time, then in 
May 2017 formally adopted it for themselves and recommended 
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that the UUA adopt it.  

Addendum 
  

• UUs and the UUA have done very good work in fighting racism, such as during the Civil 

Rights Movement and in the 1990’s (passing a resolution in 1997 at GA, after a precursor 

resolution in 1992, to become an Anti-Racist, Anti-Oppression Multi-Cultural, or 

ARAOMC, Organization), but the funding and support started to wane in the 2000’s – 

our accountability mechanism failed us.     

  

• For people identified as white, it is too easy to ignore these issues, which is exactly what 

keeps the system of racism in our society alive and in fact worsening right now.  We need 

to de-center whiteness and other dominant cultures in UUism.  

  

• The 8th Principle came from a feeling that we need something to renew our commitment 

to this work, to hold ourselves accountable, and to fulfill the potential of our existing 

principles.    

  

Why single out racism?  

• At a global level, this would not necessarily make sense (for instance, the oppression of 

women is fundamental to poverty and lack of development in many areas), but in the 

USA, racism stands out.  The two worst crises of the UUA (late 1960’s and now) were 

both related to race.  Racism in the US stems from chattel slavery, where people were 

uniquely legally treated as property that could be inherited, for something (skin color) 

they had no control over.  

  

• The UUA has done well with women becoming ministers and leaders (the 7 Principles 

themselves came out of the Women’s Movement within UUism).   
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• The LGBTQIA+ community is well represented as members, ministers, RE staff, and 

other leadership in individual congregations and the UUA, and the Welcoming Congrega-

tion program has been very effective (we could use something similar for racism); we 

have also made good progress with people who are differently abled and transgendered.   

  

• The UUA, the US, and the world also have a lot of problems deeply based in economic 

class oppression (as MLK realized, in addition to militarism and materialism); this Prin-

ciple includes that, but is not highlighting it.  

  

What is Beloved Community?  

• Beloved Community happens when people of diverse racial, ethnic, educational, class, 

gender, sexual orientation backgrounds/identities come together in an interdependent re-

lationship of love, mutual respect, and care that seeks to realize justice within the com-

munity and in the broader world.  We espouse it, but it’s not yet in our Principles.  

  

What does it mean to be accountable?  

• White UUs hold themselves accountable to communities of color, to make sure whites do 

what they say they will do.  In practice, that can mean having a People of Color Caucus 

within congregations, districts, etc., to discern and express needs and concerns to the rest 

of the community.  Black UUs hold each other accountable and help each other see and 

dismantle signs of internalized racism.  We need an effective mechanism or structure to 

ensure this.    

  

Please contact Rev. Kelli Clement, kelli@firstunitarian.org, or Sue Blackwell, suzanneblack-

well@gmail.com for more information.  

mailto:kelli@firstunitarian.org
mailto:suzanneblackwell@gmail.com
mailto:suzanneblackwell@gmail.com

